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features: interact with over 100 people and 35
animals. build most real roller coasters of all time

including long downhill and uphill sections create rides
and games that will attract more customers assemble
& train an amusement park staff install and maintain
an amusement park with amazing theme park enjoy

the recreation park and watch money come in
maintain the park by hiring or firing employees build
tables and benches for your guests to eat and relax

choose and hire the best attractions to attract
customers sell your rides and games for much profit

build more rides for your next park hire different rides
and games set prices and manipulate demand

rollercoaster tycoon 2 download full version features:
create your own amusement park. customize and buy
new attractions and roller coasters. build decorations
for your park. hire workers and train them. work and
earn hours to upgrade your business. build, update

and upgrade your park. sell your rides & amusements
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for profit. hire and upgrade different rides for more
guests. in addition to creating people and objects, you

will also have to cater them. you will have to create
little restaurants, rides and pretty entrances and exits
that will make them want to come back. you have to
hire workers, ensure they are happy and willing to

work and offer them promotions. if you can create a
perfect environment, you can also attract your visitors

and benefit from them.
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stretch your imagination further to build bigger parks
and higher coasters! break ground and start from

scratch, open the gates to a remarkable six flags park,
or just create the most gut-wrenching roller coaster
imaginable now you can play your way! choose and

complete different scenarios accordingly to the
experience and content you like. satisfy the visitors by

building various attractions and facilities.wild new
rides, exciting new themes, and improved easy-to-use
building tools make creating the ultimate amusement
park more fun than ever! the game has been designed

keeping in mind the audience towards whom it is
targeted. the game is complied with several scenarios
with projections in it. there are various things to do in
rollercoaster tycoon 2 like riding several vehicles and
other transports, getting up in small rides, adventure
rides, rollercoasters and even water rides. the game
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features a very basic but intriguing game play. it is like
a computer game for the management and

management of an amusement park. the player needs
to take care of the rides, food stalls, and facilities. the
game can be played on either the desktop or laptop.

while the desktop version is for both, the laptop
version is targeted for the business class of the

people. the game has a basic management interface
and easy to use. the player can hire employees, buy

stuff, build the park, manage the rides and everything.
the whole game is played in the 2d mode. the graphics

are awesome, the flow of the game is easy to
understand. so, what are you waiting for? download

roller coaster tycoon 2 and enjoy the gaming
experience. 5ec8ef588b
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